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Module 15: Ocean Dynamics



Ocean variability in seasonal models

• Sea surface temperature

• Current changes (wind and density driven)

• Wind changes impacting mixing (cyclones)

• Subsurface downwelling/upwelling movements

• Cloudiness/Rainfall



Ocean variability in seasonal models

• Mixed Layer Depth



Sea Level Modelled in ACCESS-S
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Ocean variability in seasonal models

• Sea level
• Subsurface density changes from 

temperature and salinity 
variation

• Sea level mainly attributed to 
subsurface warming in most 
places

Sea level anomaly Heat Content Anomaly (300 m)

• Not included: Inverse Barometer effect



Ocean variability: climate drivers

• El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO)

• SST and Sea level changes in the tropics

• MJO

• Rainfall/Cloudiness and wind impacts on SST

• ITCZ/SPCZ

• Cloudiness decreases insolation (sun shining on the ocean)
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El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO):

El Niño Events

http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/enso/hist

ory/ln-2010-12/three-phases-of-

ENSO.shtml
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El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO):

La Niña Events

http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/enso/hist

ory/ln-2010-12/three-phases-of-

ENSO.shtml



ENSO cycles and Sea Level



ENSO cycles and Sea Level



ENSO cycles and Sea Level

December 2015

April 2016                                                                    

Sea Level Anomaly                                SST Anomaly                                                   Subsurface Anomaly



Ocean Variability: Years to decades

• PDO – Pacific Decadal Oscillation
• Index compares North Pacific SST patterns to equatorial Pacific

• Usually oscillates around 5 to 10 year intervals

• Represented in model initial conditions

• IPO – Interdecadal Pacific Oscillation
• Index compares both north and south Pacific SST to equatorial Pacific

• 15 to 30 year oscillations

• Represented in model initial conditions



Ocean Variability: Years to decades

• Climate Change – Sea Level Rise

• Current global trend is +3.40 mm/year

• Sea level observations not part of ACCESS-S initial conditions

• Removed ACCESS-S2 post processing (detrended)



Past and future coastal flooding 
for Pacific Small-Island Nations

Mathilde Ritman



Module 16: Marine 
Applications



Sea Surface Temperature

• Environmental health

• Coral bleaching

• Lagoon health (deoxygenation)

• Fisheries/Aquaculture

• Pelagic fish migrations

• Aquaculture site selection & management



Sea Surface Temperature: Coral bleaching
• Coral Bleaching outlooks 

available in the ocean 
portal

• Derived from SST outlooks 
from NOAAs CFSv2



Sea Surface Temperature: Coral bleaching



Marine Heatwaves: Impacts (Kiribati)



Marine Heatwaves: Impacts

• Almost 3 years of anomalously warm temperatures

• Peaking during the 2015-2016 El Niño at Category 2 
- Strong



Marine Heatwaves: ImpactsMarine Heatwaves: ImpactsMarine Heatwaves: ImpactsMarine Heatwaves: Impacts



Marine Heatwaves: Impacts (Fiji)Marine Heatwaves: Impacts (Fiji)Marine Heatwaves: Impacts (Fiji)Marine Heatwaves: Impacts (Fiji)

• 21 January 2016                      28 January 2016                   4 February 2016                 11 February 2016



Fisheries in the Pacific

• Major source of animal protein in the diet of most 
Pacific Islanders (1 billion people worldwide)
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• Primary source of 

cash income (tuna)

• Primary source of 

food security (tuna 

and reef fish)



Distribution of 
Tuna



Fisheries: Convergence Zone

• The convergence zone is a well-defined salinity front that surrounds the western 
Pacific warm pool.
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SPC Tuna factsheet 
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Neutral
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Seasonal Outlooks For Fisheries

• Tuna (skipjack in 
below example) 
drifts with the 
Western Warm 
Pool boundary



Sea Surface Temperature: Management of aquaculture

Ocean temperature is 
an important environmental condition that 
effects pearl oyster reproduction, pelagic 
larval duration, and growth. Optimal 
operating temperature range for growth and 
reproduction has been defined as 23-34°C. 
Sub-seasonal to seasonal outlooks of SST 
from the Bureau of Meteorology's ACCESS-S 
model can be used to inform management 
decisions to mitigate the effect of warm 
ocean temperatures, such as increasing the 
proportion of spat produced in hatcheries 
under controlled temperature and 
harvesting pearls during the cooler months 
of the year.



Sea level: Coastal hazards



Sea level: Low water standings

• Taimasa



+
Inundation or Reef Exposure Risk

= &



How good is the tides + anomaly method?



PNG Case Study: December 2021



PNG Case Study

1.24m tide + 
~0.1m =1.34m
Measured SL 
was 1.48m



Inverse Barometer effect

• IB accounts for several centimetres of sea level, approximately 1 cm 1 cm 1 cm 1 cm per hPa below average.
• About 10 cm still remains unaccounted for.
• The forecast is monthly, which averages the daily data over the month, lessening the peaks.



PNG Case Study: Conclusion

• Limitations in forecasting 
the full scale of the 
inundation event

• Monthly average forecasts 
lessen the daily peaks

• Inverse Barometer effect 
not included in ACCESS-S

• Small scale local coastal 
amplification effects

• In hindsight looking at satellite 
observations, we'd expect a total sea 
level of 1.44 m, which is still 4 cm 
below the tide gauge observations.



• Seasonal outlooks for Ocean 
Outlook Bulletins

• Commonly use SST Anomaly, Sea 
Level, Coral Bleaching, SST for 
Fisheries

• Released on monthly or 3-monthly 
timeframes

• Also include recent observations 
and tide predictions

Ocean Outlooks



Module 17: ACCESS-S Ocean 
Outlooks & Skill



ACCESS-S Skill Information

• Ocean outlook maps from ACCESS-S are an ensemble mean anomaly

• An ensemble mean is an average of all model ensembles

• Ocean parameters such as SST and Sea Level usually have good skill in 
tropical pacific when showing outlooks as the ensemble mean

• Different types of forecasts need different methods of verification

• Skill metrics used are Correlation Coefficient and Root Means 
Squared Error
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Means can be added if variable is cumulative (like rainfall)
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Means can be averaged if variable is not cumulative (like temperature)
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Operations with the mean



Hindcast skill: How good is ACCESS-S at 
prediction?

Root Mean Squared Error: often used 

alongside correlation, it’s a measure of  the 

average magnitude of the forecast error, i.e.

how concentrated the data is around the 

line of best fit between the model and 

observed.

Different types of forecasts need different methods of verification

Correlation coefficient: measures how strong a relationship is 

between the model and real world over time



• We test a dependent variable's relationship with an independent variable

• The Correlation Coefficient (r) measures the strength of the relationship – it can vary between –
1 and +1

• Values of –1 and +1 are perfect in which all the observations lie on a straight line

• Positive correlation: dependent variable increases as the independent variable increases

• Negative correlation: dependent variable decreases as the independent variable increases

• r relates to the scatter of observations about the regression line of best fit

• Correlation does not imply Causation

• Correlation can be used to calculate model skill

Correlation – how related are two variables?



The number below each graph is the 

value of r, the correlation coefficient

Correlation coefficient examples



What is the correlation between SST predicted 

by ACCESS-S and satellite observations of SST

Use Excel to test the correlation. To calculate the 

correlation coefficient between two arrays of 

numbers: the formula is =Correl(array1:array2)

There is a positive correlation between the two 

datasets, very good news for a model (a negative 

correlation would mean the model is well 

underperforming.

Excel calculates 0.9 for r. If we square this, we 

get the R2 value shown on the graph.

But is it statistically significant?

Using excel to calculate the correlation



Statistical significance



The correlation coefficient (r) can be checked against a table of critical r values for different levels 

of significance [e.g. 0.05 (5%) or 0.01 (1%)] and degrees of freedom (df)

degrees of freedom (df) = n – 1, where n is the number of points on the graph, i.e. the sample size

Using significance tables for correlation significance

ACCESS-S2 (1981-2018)

38 years –2 = N = 36

ACCESS-S1 (1990-2012)

23 years – 2 = N = 21

ACCESS-S2 (1993-2018)

25 years – 2 = N = 23



Correlation can be misleading....

Observations
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� RMS stands for Root Mean Squared

� It looks similar to the Standard Deviation

� Measures the error of a model in predicting data

� n = Sample size

� ��� − �� is the error (anomaly or residual) between the 

model prediction and the observation

� Each error is squared

� We calculate the sum (∑) of all the squared errors

� This sum is divided by the number of observations to 

create the mean of the squared errors

� Finally, calculate the square root of the mean

� This is a common method used in ACCESS-S model 

verification

Root Mean Square Error



ACCESS-S Skill: Root means squared error

Tells you how different the 
outlooks are on average to 
reality in the parameters 
actual units (°C for SST 
and mm for Sea Level)



ACCESS-S Skill Calculations

• ACCESS-S has a 38-year hindcast

• A hindcast is a set of retrospective forecast over the past few decades

• We use the hindcast to assess how good the model forecasts because 
we know what happened

• The model forecasts are compared to observations

• For SST, we used satellite

observations (1982 to 2018)

• For Sea Level, we used satellite

altimetry (1993 to 2018)



Model skill reduces with lead time...
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Tuvalu SST Skill Example



Tuvalu Sea Level Skill Example



Kiribati SST Skill Example



Kiribati Sea Level Skill Example



Skill in Ocean Portal Help Files



Important take home messages...

• Three main products: SST anomaly, sea level anomaly, SST with 
convergence zone.

• The most comprehensive resource for outlooks is the ACCESS-S webpage 
which includes regional/national maps and skill for all time scales.

• Pacific Ocean Portal provides an interactive view of monthly outlooks

• Model skill is represented by correlation with observations, and root 
means squared error.

• Use correlation to determine if there is skill, and use RMSE to see how 
different the model is to observations on average.

• Check skill for your country when issuing outlooks to ensure outlooks are 
trustworthy.



Outputs for:

• Sea surface temperature (both 

full field and anomaly)

• Sea surface height

Pacific Forecasts – oceanic variables



ACCESS-S Ocean Outlooks: website
• http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/pacific/outlooks/

• Weekly/fortnightly/monthly/seasonal 
available for SST anomaly

• Skill maps

• Forecast out to 3 weeks, 3 fortnights, 
3 months, 2 seasons



ACCESS-S Ocean Outlooks: Ocean Portal
• http://oceanportal.spc.i

nt/portal/ocean.html

• Monthly only

• Right click to 
discover real values 
down to two decimal 
places

• Help files available (with 
monthly skill maps 
included)

• Interactive map window

• Available out to six 
months



ACCESS-S Ocean Outlooks: SST full field



ACCESS-S Ocean Outlooks: Sea level
• http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/p

acific/outlooks/

• Only available on the website (will 
be available in the ocean portal 
soon)

• Difficult to find sea level outlooks 
from global seasonal climate 
models (only other one available is 
NOAA CFSv2....)



CFSv2 and ACCESS-S MME
• https://uhslc.soest.hawaii.edu/sea-

level-forecasts/

• Time series available (one location 
per Pacific country only)



Marine Heatwaves Outlooks
• https://psl.noaa.gov/marine-

heatwaves/

• Marine Heatwave outlooks on a 
monthly time scale

• Probabilistic outlooks

• From NOAA's North American 
Multi-Model Ensemble

• Includes skill maps


